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Many libraries offer exhibitions on an irregular basis,
presenting a few each year. The Joseph Regenstein Library of
the University of Chicago, however, has an exhibition program.
In any academic year this program commits us to presenting
about ten exhibits; displaying more than one thousand rare
books, manuscripts, graphics, and memorabilia; occupying more
than 585 square feet of exhibit space, or twenty-eight cases
and thirty-six bookshelves; publishing three catalogues and
several brochures; writing fifty pages of exhibit captions;
circulating hundreds of posters and news announcements; and
entertaining thousands of people.

Before discussing the scope and administration of an ex-
hibition program, I will examine the values and goals that
underlie all exhibitions. Why should a library have an ex-
hibits program at all? What are its purposes and functions?

Goals and Values of Library Exhibits

Exhibitions are, first, a means of introducing the uni-
versity community and its visitors to the rich resources of the
library. It is surprising how many students--and occasionally
faculty members--are ignorant of these resources. Acquainting
an audience with a library's holdings can take the form of
simply exposing the academic or broader community to a depart-
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ment of special collections or of informing a particular schol-

ar about the acquisition of a certain item. More commonly, an

exhibit will make known particular strengths of a library by

displaying works or papers either drawn from a special collec-

tion or focusing on a given field.

An exhibit announces not only the acquisitions and hold-

ings of a library, but also the work-in-progress of the library

staff. It is important that the larger academic community be

apprised of the library's activity in researching and process-

ing its collections. Our recent exhibition of the papers of

James Franck, for example, announced the availability to re-

searchers of the Franck papers and the completion of the Guide

to the papers--a project of some two years' work on the part of

our manuscript research specialist, Mary Janzen.

In producing exhibits, archivists will inevitably be in-

terpreting and cvaluating the material they are displaying.

The archivist's role is obvious in such exhibits as the Univ-

ersity of Chicago's One in Spirit, a retrospective view of the

University based on the archives. But even for less ambitious

exhibits--ones without explicit and overriding theses and us-

ually consisting of fewer than seventy-five documents--the

archivist must still assess his collection thoroughly and an-

alyze its content. For example, in our minor archival exhibits

on the Norman Wait Harris Memorial Foundation in International

Relations and on the Chicago School of Sociology, the archivist

was required, by the mere process of choosing the documents to

display, to assess not: only the completeness of the relevant

collections, but also the contributions--academic and polit-

ical--made by Lhese groups. Similarly, in preparing our ex-

hibit on Hitchcock Hall, a University dormitory built in 1900,

the archivist was required to piece together the correspon-

dence between Mrs. Hitchcock and the University in order to

unravel the facts behind the design of the building.

Exhibitions are a medium of expression for those working

with a library collection, whether they be librarians, archi-

vists, students, or faculty. In a larger sense, exhibits

serve a natural means of introducing scholarship at the Univ-

ersity. An exhibit itself can be the end result of the re-

search, or it can call attention to other by-products--such as

books, articles, and lectures--of that scholarship. For ex-

ample, when in 1975, Barry Karl, Professor of History at 
the

University, published his study of Charles E. Merriam, we
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planned an exhibit on the Merriam Papers which had formed the
basis of his study. For the exhibit, Professor Karl wrote an
essay discussing the University's archives and the Merriam
papers.

The ways in which an exhibit program aids a library in
developing its collections are numerous. Our own program is
closely tied to that of the University of Chicago Library Soc-
iety--a recently formed group which acts much the way an alumni
group does for a university. The Library Society supports and
participates in the activities related to exhibitions. In turn,
exhibits find among Library Society members a more specific au-
dience at which to direct future appeals. Other groups which
are members of an exhibit's audience also become potential
friends of the library. Exhibits that acknowledge gifts and
display items from private collections also serve to cultivate
donors.

Exhibitions commonly function to celebrate larger events.
Plans for University symposia, lecture series, and conferences
often include proposals for exhibiting selections from the lib-
rary's related holdings. Several of the exhibits in our pro-
gram have complemented various University activities, drawing
particularly heavily on our archival collections. For example,
our exhibit of the papers of the Norman Wait Harris Memorial
Foundation in International Relations and of Quincy Wright con-
tributed to the University's celebration of the Foundation's
fiftieth anniversary. When Hitchcock Hall was placed on the
National Register of Historic Places, we exhibited original
documents and photographs from the archives on the creation of
the building. Larger events--those of the nation's history,
for example--can easily be honored with exhibitions. The cele-
bratory function of exhibits is so popular that it alone can
sustain a successful, rich, and varied exhibit program.

Finally, an exhibition provides delight and instruction.
They may be appreciated by people at every level of sophisti-
cation--from those who know nothing of an exhibit's subject to
the most learned researchers of the material; from the college
freshman to the scholar; and from the casual patron to the book
collector and librarian. Exhibitions are learning experiences
not just because of their didactic content, but also because,
explicitly or implictly, they suggest an aesthetic and historic
appreciation for the tools of scholarship.
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The Scope of an Exhibit Program

Any exhibit is ephemeral. In our exhibit program, a sin-
gle exhibit can run from five weeks to five months, and maximum
advantage must be taken of the tremendous effort that goes into
it. Dismounting an exhibit within a few weeks after its instal-
lation can be a painful experience. Therefore, building a pro-
gram of activities around a series of exhibits is crucial to
advancing the goals of any single exhibit. Too often, many peo-
ple on campus can miss exhibits altogether--or not finish view-
ing them--and often the potential interest in the exhibit and
its subject is not tapped. Planning some related special events,
publishing exhibit brochures and catalogues, distributing pub-
licity, and perhaps circulating the exhibit itself are some of
the ways to broaden the impact of the exhibit and strengthen its
contribution to the life of the university.

While certain celebrations give rise to exhibits, exhibits
can give rise to celebrations too. Each of our own exhibits
opens with a reception that becomes an occasion to gather to-
gether faculty, students, library staff, and friends of the
library. The exhibit author, University faculty member, or a
guest speaker also gives a lecture. Other academic events,
such as symposia, are sometimes based on an exhibit. Our ex-
hibit on the Franck Papers led to a day-long symposium entitled
"The Socially Responsible Scientist," with panelists and guest
speakers invited from various institutions across the country.
other display facilities on campus--such as art galleries and
museums--can be asked to prepare exhibitions on the same or re-
lated topics, thus offering a different viewpoint and approach
to the same subject based on other types of material. Other

academic departments and individual professors can hold sem-

inars in the library concerning the exhibit material, and the

special collections staff can offer guided tours of the exhibit.

Informal talks in the library and even readings or performances

can become part of the exhibition series. Any number of events

can be planned for a single exhibit, and ideally these should

be scheduled to span the duration of the exhibition.

Exhibit publications add an essential dimension to an ex-

hibit program. Extending the life of the exhibition, they be-

come in some ways more important than the exhibit itself. Bro-

chures distributed at the exhibit become keepsakes of the event,

affording a more leisurely and concentrated reading of the ex-

hibit's content. Exhibit catalogues can easily be distributed
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on a formal as well as informal basis. Mailing catalogues to
other institutions, organizations, professional colleagues, and
journals will considerably widen the audience of any exhibit.

An exhibit publication holds practical as well as develop-
mental value. It is a record of the exhibit should it be resur-
rected, and more importantly, it is a helpful reference tool for
the researcher consulting the library collections on which the
exhibit is based. A full-scale catalogue also offers the op-
portunity for a more thorough treatment and deeper analysis of
the material than the medium of the exhibit alone provides.
Besides being an outlet of expression for the library staff and
researcher, the exhibit catalogue itself is a contribution to
scholarship. Again, on a more extensive scale than the exhibit,
the catalogue suggests the richness of the library's holdings
and the scholarly uses to which such holdings can be put.

We try to publish a catalogue or brochure for most of our
exhibits. When we don't--usually due to lack of funds--we re-
gret the absence of one. Not every exhibit warrants the same
kind of publication; some very small exhibits, mounted in one
case, wouldn't justify any. Different formats should be devel-
oped for exhibitions of various size and scope.

For our major exhibits--longer running, larger-scale pre-
sentations--we always try to produce a detailed and informative
catalogue with introductory essays, listings of all the items,
and bibliographical and historical notes. When the budget al-
lows, illustrations are also used. Our One in Spirit catalogue
suggested a a'ifferent treatment. Albert Tannler, our archivist,
wrote a narrative history of the University based on the archi-
val documents. Full citations to the documents appear at the
back of the catalogue and a large number of the photographs are
reproduced throughout.

Publishing a simple checklist of the material seems to
work better for book and graphic exhibits than for strictly ar-
chival and manuscript ones. The type of publication most suc-
cessful for our smaller archival exhibits is one containing an
essay--usually of a few thousand words--accompanied by illus-
trations, bibliographies, chronologies, or other such apparatus.
Our brochures accompanying our exhibits of the James Franck
Papers, the Harris Foundation Papers, and the Charles E. Merriam
Papers followed this format. Collections such as these usually
contain photographs which can be reproduced for the cover of
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the brochure or to give interest to the inside text.

Another kind of publication appropriate for a manuscript
or archival exhibit in particular is a facsimile of a document,
preferably one central to the collection or exhibit. An off-
print of an article on the collection shown or on the exhibit
could also be distributed. An elaborate invitation to the open-
ing is yet another possibility. Such an invitation could in-
clude in addition to the invitation text, a few words about the
exhibit, its themes and sources, and the coordinated events.
Illustrations or design motifs could again be taken from the
exhibit documents.

In addition to scheduling special events and printing cat-
alogues and brochures, a library will also most likely be dis-
tributing pre-opening publicity to reach the desired audiences
and to provide maximum exposure for each exhibit. A calendar
of the year's programs, newsletters, news releases, announce-
ments in local and campus newspapers, and listings in relevant
academic and trade journals are some of the forms pre-publicity
can take. Occasionally the media will also review library shows.

Another way of extending the life of a library exhibit is
to have it travel. This is rarely thought of with library ex-
hibits, yet the advantages are numerous for both borrower and
lender. (Although museums are facing rising costs in circu-
lating their exhibits, this experience should not deter lib-
raries from pursuing the possibilities of travelling exhibits.
Shipping, handling, insuring, and mounting costs are far more
expensive for works of art than for books and manuscripts.)

Key Elements in the Effective Planning
and Coordination of an Exhibit Program

I would like to be more specific now about some of the ways
in which an exhibit program similar to the one I have been out-
lining can be planned and administered effectively and effi-
ciently. Anyone who has worked on exhibits knows that at any
point a lot can go wrong. There is a myriad of detail to attend
to; there are so many actual pieces to be handled; there are so
many people who might not come through; and finally, there are
so many deadlines to meet. What can be done to counter the flux
and the potential chaos? Good planning and effective coordina-
tion of an exhibition program depend on having a sensible cal-

endar to begin with, on establishing standardized procedures
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and schedules, and on utilizing the available resources to

their utmost capacity.

A sensible calendar means a number of things, some more

obvious than others. It's wise not to be scheduling two open-

ings or publications within the same month. A minimum of a week

should be left between the closing and opening dates of two ex-

hibitions. Opening dates should not be set after a holiday sea-

son when the staff is likely to be short. The schedule for pro-

ducing an exhibit and a catalogue rarely coincide, and the work-

ing timetables for each activity should be kept in mind when

plotting the year's calendar. One should avoid having to check

proof for a catalogue while also installing another exhibit.

A judicious balance of smaller and larger exhibits is nec-

essary if the program is to proceed at a sane pace. The same is

true for publications; they should vary from modest to full-

scale enterprises. Certain time slots and facilities should

always be kept free so that the program has enough flexibility

to respond to the spontaneous needs of the institution--a lib-

rary will repeatedly be called upon to honor university figures

or events in the news. Whenever possible, filler exhibits

should be used; these could be past exhibits resurrected in

part or full, travelling exhibits, or permanent displays ar-

ranged for easy installation and dismantling.

It is tempting to overschedule--to have too many exhibits

in a year. This is frustrating to everybody, not only to the

preparers but also to the viewers. No matter how sensible the

the calendar is, the workload still involves peak and slow

periods. The fall, at the beginning of the academic year, is

always a busy time; and summer, a slow season. During the hec-

tic opening months of a season, it is sometimes helpful to keep
this rhythm in mind.

A sensible calendar, however, will be finally worthless

unless adequate lead time has been built into the working

schedule. Lead time is, I think, the magic phrase in planning

exhibits. Presently we have about fifteen to twenty-four
months to prepare each of our major exhibits. We try to shape

a program for the forthcoming academic season eighteen months

before it begins. With just a basic knowledge of the exhibit's

theme or the materials on which it will be based, it is pos-

sible to outline a catalogue, determine the basic categories of

the exhibit, and guide the researchers in their work. The
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amount of time the researcher/author needs, of course, depends
on prior knowledge of the area, but six months will certainly
be needed for writing the catalogue text and exhibit script,
for the editing, and for the revising. Another six months
should be left for the production of the publication.

This timetable might sound more than ideal to some; it may
seem positively luxurious. However, if the same staff is work-
ing on the catalogue and on the installation, the two prepara-
tions should be staggered rather than concurrent. Furthermore,
although exhibit catalogues can, if need be, produced in a mat-
ter of days, one usually pays for this--if not with severe head-
aches or poor quality then with the actual costs charged for
the rush services. Many institutions have a central publica-
tions office handling all details of the production, thus re-
moving some of this burden from the library staff. There is
much to be said for the economy and efficiency of such an ar-
rangement.

Along with scheduling generous lead time, establishing
standardized procedures, forms, and work schedules is crucial.
Forms should work for you, not you for them. Experimentation
with and revision or disposal of various forms will be neces-
sary from time to time. I will mention a few of the more help-
ful forms that could be devised. A docket, or fact sheet, filed
as soon as an exhibit is slated, could list such matters as
amount and source of exhibit material, anticipated staff work-
load and assignments, long-range work schedule, budget, working
title and running dates, and publication plans. A set of guide-
lines, helpful for preparers of exhibits and catalogues, could
conceivably cover such topics as expected audience, scope of
annotations, house style for bibliographic data, and physical
presentation of the manuscript. Creating an exhibit is a new
experience for most people--even if they are trained re-
searchcrs--and distributing guidelines such as these could an-
ticipate many questions. For the exhibit author, editor, and
compositor of the catalogue, a lined and ruled caption sheet
could be a convenient and time-saving form demarcating spaces
for each item's heading and numbering lines for each descrip-
tion. Printed maps of exhibit facilities could be used in plan-
ning exhibits and later laying them out.

Checklists of what has to be done, sample timetables for
exhibits of varying scope, and work schedules--all in varying
detail--could assist the many people involved in producing any
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one exhibit. Forms such as these also offer a fringe benefit.
One of the difficulties in coordinating an exhibits program is
tactfully pressuring everyone to complete work on time so the
whole edifice doesn't collapse. It is easier, and more grace-
ful somehow, to make these demands through a formal schedule
than through repeated verbal requests.

Given the constraints that prevail everywhere on library
budgets and staffs, utilizing available resources to their ut-
most capacity is necessary for an efficient exhibit program.
The first "resource" available is the experience of the former
staff. For this reason, careful records must be maintained
which document at the least the amount of time and money various
projects cost. A report following each exhibit could record
such figures, evaluate outside services bought, and point out
installation and conservation problems.

Some of the services contracted outside might be supplied
by other departments within the institution. For example, a
university's physical plant department can offer expertise and,
sometimes, even assistance with installation problems. Gal-
leries and fine art studios on campus will have tips on sup-
plies and mounting techniques which are aesthetically pleasing
and meet conservation standards. Purchasing departments can
get bids on services and order supplies, such as paper for the
catalogue, at cost. The office of public information will
distribute publicity, provide mailing lists, and perhaps take
photographs.

Another type of resource available in the university com-
munity is volunteer help, although this has to be approached
with personnel regulations in mind. Students in a number of
academic departments--history, literature, and art in partic-
ular--are usually eager for exhibit experience and would vol-
unteer their time in exchange for the learning possibilities.

In another league entirely--but again a neglected re-
source--is outside funding and grants. Many local and some
national agencies (the National Endowment for the Humanities,
for example) provide full or partial support of exhibits and
related activities if the basic project is sound.

As much advantage as possible should be derived from the
design and production work that goes into the exhibit cata-
logue. For example, the cover of the catalogue can also be
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used as the exhibit poster or, if a slight change of text is
required, an overlay can be prepared. The cover could also be
reduced and run off separately as an invitation to the opening
reception. Multiple use of one design in this way gives the
public a single image with which to identify the exhibit, and
thus increases the publicity value of each of the pieces pro-
duced. If the exhibit and the catalogue are closely related,
the catalogue pages can be cut up and the captions used in the
exhibit. (The type size, of course, has to be large enough to
be read in this format.) Display type, decorative motifs, and
illustrations from the catalogue can also be enlarged for use in
the exhibit's installation.

Costs can be reduced in producing graphics for an exhibi-
tion simply by using one designer for the whole package--invi-
tations and envelopes, catalogues and envelopes, posters, and
perhaps exhibit signs. A designer can also be employed to
create one or two standard designs for each of the predominant
types of publications produced for the exhibit program. These
designs may then be used repeatedly with only minor variations.
This approach to exhibit publications would not only save con-
siderably on design fees and production and editorial time, but
would also create a natural publication series, enhancing the

appearance and value of each publication forming a part of it.

This discussion covers only a portion of what goes into a
library exhibit program. For example, I have not dealt with
conservation problems, loan procedures, or mounting and instal-
lation methods. More importantly, I have discussed only brief-

ly the personal side of exhibits and the immense satisfaction
of working with those who have an intimate relationship with
the material itself. The librarian, the collector, the histor-
ian, the friend of the library, the student--they are at the
heart of the program as much as the exhibit material. All the

details of the exhibit program have their meaning, finally, in

the extent to which they contribute--be it through the exhibit,
lecture, or catalogue--to making the material alive to its
audiences. The vast amount of organizational work and adminis-
trative detail required to create a successful exhibit program
should not lose sight of this end.


